SCUBA WORLD, INCORPORATED
3324 North Illinois Swansea, IL 62226 (618) 277-3483

PADI Master Scuba Diver

Join the best of the best in recreational scuba diving and live the dive life as a PADI Master Scuba Diver. The Master Scuba Diver rating places you in an elite group of respected divers who have earned this rating through both significant experience and scuba training. Fewer than two percent of divers ever achieve this rating. When you flash your Master Scuba Diver card, people know that you’ve spent time underwater in a variety of environments and had your share of dive adventures.

Every diver, who is at least 12 years old, should aim for Master Scuba Diver.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
- PADI Open Water Diver
- PADI Advanced Open Water Diver
- PADI Rescue Diver
- Complete 5 PADI Specialties (ie. Boat Diver, Deep Diver, Underwater Navigator, Peak Performance Buoyancy, Equipment Specialist)
- 50 logged dives

COURSE FEE
$69 Certification card fee, payable to PADI

GENERAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
- Mask, Fins, Booties, and Snorkel
- Safety Signal Tube and Whistle (ask about our student discount)
- Logbook
- Underwater watch or dive computer

www.scubaworldinc.net